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A question has recently arisen as to the 
significance which may be attached to 
a form of financial statement occasion­
ally encountered. For example, if the XYZ Corporation pub­
lishes its balance-sheet with an announcement at the top some­
what like the following, “Accounts as certified by John Doe and 
Company, certified public accountants,” what does that state­
ment mean? Undoubtedly to the man in the street it indicates 
that the figures which follow are certified by the accountants to be 
absolutely correct. It is, in other words, an unqualified certifi­
cate. Obviously there must be, back of such a form, something 
which would give the expert cause to harbor doubts about the 
whole affair. If the accountants would certify that the state­
ments contained in the balance-sheet were correct, why did 
they not append a certificate in the usual form and sign their 
names? If there was something not satisfactory in the balance- 
sheet and they refused to sign a certificate, by what right did the 
company announce that the balance-sheet was an audited and 
certified document? If this was done without the knowledge or 
consent of the accountants and if there was anything in the bal­
ance-sheet which did not merit the approval of the accountants, 
they certainly have ground for action against their client on the 
score of misrepresentation, if not actual fraud; and they should 
not hestitate to proceed against the client. Indeed, in every 
case, accountants who recognize their full responsibility now insist 
that no mention of their names as auditors shall be made without
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their consent, and no implication shall be permitted that they 
have in fact approved accounts without an agreement on their 
part to permit the publication which would lead the public to 
believe that they had been satisfied.
This revives an old question which can 
not be too often considered so long as 
there is a single instance of an attempt to 
imply a satisfactory certification when the facts may be widely
otherwise. This form of presentation of accounts to the public is 
probably as pernicious as any that could be devised. It places 
upon the accountant, if he is aware of the fact, a burden which he 
can not reasonably be expected to assume. It is not only an 
absolutely unqualified certificate but it lacks the clause which 
should always be included, namely, “in our opinion.’’ Every­
body knows that an accountant's certificate is merely the state­
ment of his opinion that the figures are correct and that he can 
not be expected to guarantee the accuracy of any single item or 
any group of items. The accounts are the accounts of the cor­
poration, as has been said hundreds of times. The accountant 
reviews these figures, makes such investigation of the facts as he 
can make and satisfies himself that they are either correct or 
incorrect. He has a knowledge of the technique of accounting 
which permits him to express an opinion more valuable than that 
which could be offered by a layman. Nevertheless, his certificate 
or statement is still a matter of opinion. Presumably his opinion 
is sufficiently near the truth to justify reliance upon it; but in the 
form which we have quoted there is no such elasticity as must be 
present in order to prevent misrepresentation. Probably no 
balance-sheet of any importance was ever absolutely correct. 
There may be differences of cents or dollars here and there which 
have no significance at all. The accountant is required by his 
professional obligation to give his honest opinion. When the 
accounts are published with the statement that they have been 
certified by the accountant the public may be justified in believing 
that every figure is absolutely beyond challenge. The form is as 
objectionable as the historic certificate which is said to have 
appeared upon some ancient balance-sheet: “Correct, John 
Doe and Company.” Any departure from the well established 
precedent in the form of presentation should be a red flag to the 
investor or any one else, but a great majority of stockholders will
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never be sufficiently cautious to take warning merely because 
of an unusual form. We believe that incidents which are the 
foundation of these notes must have taken place without the 
knowledge of the accountants, unless, of course, the accountants 
were willing to certify to the absolute accuracy of every detail of 
a balance-sheet. If the accountants knew nothing of such an 
incident, they should not be slow to insist upon adequate expla­
nation by the client. This is necessary, not only for the protec­
tion of the accountants themselves, but for the good name of 
the entire profession.
The examination paper in auditing pre­
pared by the American Institute of
Accountants for the examinations of May, 1934, contained the 
following question:
“You are asked by a client to undertake the recovery of an over­
payment of federal income tax which was due to alleged errors in 
the return. As an inducement he offers to give you half the 
amount recovered as your fee. What would be your reply ? Give 
your reasons.”
This question was of course designed to elicit the candidate’s 
knowledge of the recognized canons of ethics in the accounting 
profession. It was assumed, apparently, by the board of exami­
ners that the candidate should know not only that contingent fees 
are improper but why they are so considered. When drafting the 
question, the board had in mind the most insidious form in which 
the temptation could be put to the accountant: a regular client, 
hence a trusted and perhaps intimate friend; an offer made with 
a generous rather than interested motive; no object other than 
obtaining a just refund from the government. Out of eighty 
candidates who answered the question the significance of the 
word client was noted by one man. All the rest seemed to 
consider it an offer from a new client or an outsider, mainly in an 
attempt to swindle the government. There were five principal 
points which the candidate should have discussed in his answer, 
namely, the danger to impartiality; the possibility of overcon­
scientiousness ; the suspicion by the treasury department that the 
accountant would appear as an advocate; the danger of loss of 
confidence of the client that the accountant was above reproach; 
and the inhibition in the American Institute’s code of ethics. 
There are, of course, other points more or less pertinent, but it
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seems to us that the candidate who answered satisfactorily the 
five principal questions involved would have satisfied the re­
quirements of the board. One examiner has said that inasmuch 
as more than seventy per cent. of the candidates did not answer 
the question but selected question number ten instead, it is evi­
dent that the great majority of candidates did not know why 
contingent fees are regarded as unethical.
This seems to us deplorable. Every 
collegiate course in accounting touches 
somewhat upon the subject of ethics, 
and certainly any man who has been in professional practice be­
fore taking his examination should be expected to know one of the 
basic principles of professional ethics. It is well, therefore, to 
give an answer to the question which may serve as a guide to the 
many men who do not seem to understand. We asked a promi­
nent accountant to write his personal opinion of a proper reply to 
this question. The views of this magazine have been expressed 
so often that it is desirable to have an entirely detached answer. 
The following is written in reply to our request:
“Imprimis, if the return had been prepared by me or under my 
supervision, and the errors were due to overlooking facts that I 
or my subordinates should have discovered, it would, of course, 
be my duty to give my client all the assistance necessary to sup­
port his claim without any further compensation.
“If the return was made by others, or if the errors could not 
have been discovered, or were disclosed in the light of later knowl­
edge or treasury rulings since the tax was paid, I should be willing 
to undertake the commission, but only on the basis of a regular 
fee irrespective of success or failure to recover the over-paid tax. 
I should so inform my client and explain my reasons as follows:
“ 1. That a public accountant must always be strictly impartial. 
His business is to ascertain the facts and report them without bias. 
Human nature being what it is, it would be difficult for the most 
conscientious public accountant to maintain such impartiality 
when he knows that the amount of his compensation depends on 
his success or failure.
“2. That with an over conscientious man, there might even be 
the possibility of ‘ leaning over backward ’ to an extent that might 
injure rather than help the client’s case.
“3. That a public accountant takes the attitude of an advo­
cate at his peril. He is expected to testify as to the accuracy of 
the statements and accounts he presents, and if he is asked on the 
stand if his compensation is contingent on recovery, it is obvious 
that an affirmative reply would go far to discredit his testimony.
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“4. That (if the client happens to be an intimate friend) I 
must tell him plainly that I value his friendship too highly to risk 
it by accepting a contingent fee — for if I were successful in the 
present case and later similar ones should arise, there would come 
the almost inevitable suspicion that I am making a practice of 
preparing erroneous returns in order to obtain illicit profit from 
further contingent fees.
“5. And finally that I must decline to risk my professional 
standing as a certified public accountant by violating that article 
of the code of ethics adopted by the American Institute and state 
associations which prohibits the acceptance of contingent fees.”
A highly esteemed correspondent draws 
attention to the opening sentence in 
chapter II of the report of the New 
Jersey school survey commission recently issued. The sentence
reads as follows: ‘‘One effect of the invention of double-entry 
bookkeeping has been to make it more difficult to understand 
financial statements.” Our correspondent says: “Why the in­
vention of double-entry bookkeeping should be charged with the 
shortcomings of statements regarding costs of education in New 
Jersey may be difficult to explain. There is perhaps some con­
fusion of thought as between doubling up of entries and double­
entry bookkeeping. It seems to be the day of alibis and excuses, 
and blaming something on the long deceased inventor of our 
present method of keeping accounts seems perfectly safe. He 
can’t talk back, but perhaps some one will arise in his defense.”
Critics Seem Slightly 
Confused
Following the introductory sentence to 
which our correspondent draws atten­
tion, the report proceeds:
“It is certainly true that a cursory examination of financial 
statements of school systems can lead to a false impression con­
cerning the real facts of expenses and income. For example, it is 
frequently stated that education in the state of New Jersey costs 
from $137,000,000 to $150,000,000 annually. The $137,000,000, 
often given as the figure for the school year 1931-1932, is, how­
ever, an expenditure figure inflated by double counting. In the 
school year 1931-1932, $10,616,815 from the sale of bonds was 
expended for the purchase of lands and the erection of buildings. 
This was recorded as an expenditure. So also was $7,762,300 
which was expended to redeem bonds which had been sold to pay 
for capital outlay of previous years. Thus in an expenditure ac­
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for purchase of lands and erection of buildings are counted for 
expenditure twice: first, when the buildings and land are paid for 
and, second, when the bonds are retired. However, the only 
time that tax money is paid out is when bonds are retired.”
This seems to confirm the opinion of our correspondent that the 
authors of the report were somewhat confused themselves on 
the subject of duplication and conceived it to be synonymous with 
double-entry. There is, of course, a somewhat persistent school 
of thought which regards double-entry as a device of the devil. 
But it is a little disconcerting to find an important commission 
criticizing adversely the only form of account keeping that has 
been found adequate to meet the demands of modern financial 
development. The commission survey was headed by a man 
prominent in business and finance and was assisted by educators 
of high standing. We do not believe that it is necessary in this 
year of grace to come to the defense of double-entry bookkeeping. 
The obvious answer to the charge would be a challenge to suggest 
something better. Perhaps, after all, the introductory sentence 
was merely a little flight of rhetoric.
Competitive Bidding 
Is Condemned
The Society of Louisiana Certified Public 
Accountants seems to have embarked up­
on a campaign of education which should
be productive of excellent results. Various committees have been 
considering some of the fundamental questions which concern the 
profession and reports have been submitted to the society. One 
of the most interesting of these reports was presented by the com­
mittee on competitive bidding, from which we quote the following 
paragraphs:
“Some time last year a committee of this society was appointed 
to consider and report on the subject of competitive bidding. Being 
a subject provocative of much discussion and about which there 
seemed to be few accountants in accord, it was decided by the 
committee to communicate with all secretaries of state societies 
and with the American Institute of Accountants and the 
American Society of Certified Public Accountants to ascertain if 
possible the sentiment of accountants throughout the country with 
respect to competitive bidding. After receipt of the replies it was 
intended that from the information received the committee would 
draft its recommendations to the society. The committee had 
entertained the hope that some section of the country had solved 
the problem and that it would receive some plan or suggestion of 
a plan which it could recommend. However, the replies which
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the committee received told of the same prevalent condition 
with no apparent solution and many expressed the hope that this 
society would be successful in evolving some plan which would 
place a curb on this demoralizing practice. Not having any 
precedent to follow, therefore, the committee proceeded to define 
a competitive bid and to draft recommendations for its elimina­
tion from public accounting practice in Louisiana.”
The conclusions of the committee were presented in the form of 
a resolution which follows:
“Whereas, All competitive bidding is inconsistent with the 
practice of a profession and tends to lower the standards of pro­
fessional service,
“Be it resolved, that the members of the Society of Louisiana 
Certified Public Accountants are of the opinion that the practice of 
selecting an accountant or firm of accountants on the basis of the 
lowest bidder is detrimental to the best interests of the account­
ing profession and of those to whom its services are directed, in 
that such practice tends to limit the scope of the work to be done 
and operates against making a full disclosure of essential facts 
possible, eliminates all incentive for constructive service and en­
genders a competition of price rather than of quality; and
“Be it further resolved, that the committee on by-laws of the 
Society of Louisiana Certified Public Accountants be instructed 
to draft a by-law defining a competitive bid and declaring un­
professional the submitting of a bid on accounting engagements 
of any description.
“Be it further resolved, that a committee be appointed to 
acquaint bankers, credit men and the business public generally 




Every accountant who has had any 
experience in practice is familiar with 
the difficulties and dangers that are
involved in competitive bidding. The evil is especially rampant 
in the audits of states, counties, municipalities and other govern­
mental units. There is nothing to be said in its favor, and yet 
the thing persists, probably because the public has not yet learned 
to differentiate between the purchase of professional service and 
the purchase of commodities. In this we believe the accountants 
themselves are largely to blame. If they would stand shoulder 
to shoulder in this fight and unanimously refuse to submit bids for 
work, the practice would die in a year or less. The engineers, 
as we have pointed out on previous occasions, have practically
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succeeded in many places in abolishing competitive bidding, and 
they have done so by unanimous action of their profession. If, 
however, there were a minority of that profession which did 
submit competitive bids the evil would still prevail as it does 
in accountancy. Every accountant who offers a competitive 
bid undoubtedly encourages the perpetuation of a practice which 
he most vehemently deplores. Let us hope that the resolution 
presented to the Louisiana society will produce results in that 
state. If an example be set by Louisiana it will be followed with 
an alacrity that will somewhat astonish those who doubt.
We have received word that attempts 
are being made in certain parts of the 
country to establish minimum fees for 
accounting services. In one state a report has been prepared in­
dicating that out of 53 replies from members of the state society 
38 were in favor of establishment of minimum fees, 12 were op­
posed and 3 replies were unclassified. Most of the members who 
advocated minimum fees were from the principal city in the state. 
The report suggests that the minimum fees for auditing services 
be $35.00 a day for a principal, $25.00 for a certified public ac­
countant or senior accountant in charge, $15.00 for a junior. 
Other minima for tax services, etc., are suggested. The com­
mittee making the report clearly indicates that these fees are to be 
regarded as the minimum but that no limitation whatever should 
be set upon the maximum.
The purpose underlying this report is 
commendable, but we believe that it is 
impracticable to establish fees for a 
profession. We have all witnessed the failure of the efforts of the 
federal government to fix prices of commodities. As these notes 
are written comes word of abandonment of all price-fixing efforts 
in “codes of fair competition’’ created under the national indus­
trial recovery act. The principle which brought about the aban­
donment of price-fixing efforts in business and industry applies 
equally in professional matters. To begin with, there will always 
be some one who will depart from the established minimum and 
take work at whatever fee he can get. Every profession is faced 
with the hungry practitioner, who can not be greatly blamed if 
he accepts a fee below the normal if that be the only fee which he
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can obtain. It is all well enough to talk about gentlemen’s agree­
ments, but a hungry family is a more impelling motive. Indeed, 
we are beginning to discover in this country, what the rest of 
the world seems to have known for a long while, that competi­
tion is really not so bad a thing after all. The man who can not 
succeed in his vocation, whatever it may be, is in the wrong voca­
tion. That is not necessarily bringing the law of the jungle into 
civilization, but it is a plain statement of truth. We may dream 
all we will about Utopia, but the survival of the fit is the eternal 
law. In accountancy the man who finds his practice so rare and 
attenuated that he must resort to cheap work would be much 
better off in some other calling. The shoemaker who had to accept 
prices for his shoes which would not produce a profit would prob­
ably make a better ditch-digger or farm laborer. The great 
thing is to have the right man in the right place. Therefore, we 
believe that no attempts to fix prices for anything can succeed. 
Here and there one may witness temporary success, but it will not 
last. It is the part of wisdom to abandon all thought of chang­
ing the law of supply and demand and the law of selectivity. 
The buyer of professional services or of shoes will buy where he 
thinks he can buy most advantageously, and that will not always be 
in the cheapest market. Accountancy and the other professions 
have always had the problem of fee cutting and they will have it. 
It can not be prevented. Sooner or later those who do work for 
nothing or next to nothing will pass out into other fields—or into 
the Elysian fields where, let us hope, they will be happy. There 
are many things which a profession can regulate, but not the 
hunger nor the avidity of its members. And then, again, it must 
be remembered that the intelligent client will not cling to the 
accountant who feels that he has to work for a low fee. The 
experience of America seems to be that the higher the price the 
greater the appreciation of the thing purchased whether that be 
personal services or merchandise.
The unwritten law of accountancy in­
hibits issuance of a certificate or an esti­
mate of probable profits. In other 
words, it is forbidden to deal in anything but facets. There are 
many attempts to induce accountants to support prospectus 
promises by their professional opinion, but fortunately there are 
very few instances of this kind of offense. The Accountant
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(London) in its issue of May 19, 1934, contains comment which 
is of interest everywhere. Our contemporary says:
“Our attention has been called to the prospectus in the Irish 
press of a company newly registered in Dublin under the laws of 
the Irish Free State for the purpose of carrying on a cinema enter­
prise. The document is remarkable, in our view, in the respect 
that it contains an auditors’ report which relates to the future 
profits of the undertaking. The directors submit a 'careful esti­
mate of prospective revenue, expenses and profits, based on the 
experience of similar enterprises in Dublin and elsewhere.’ Im­
mediately following this is the auditors’ ‘ report ’ which states that 
‘ we have examined and checked the details of the profit estimates 
prepared by you . . . and as a result of our examination and our 
experience of the trade we can inform you that we consider these 
estimates are worked out on an extremely conservative basis. 
On the assumption that anticipated results will be realized, the 
dividend on the preferred ordinary shares would appear to be 
covered more than three and one half times, whilst 29.7 per cent., 
will be earned on the issued ordinary shares. We have also ex­
amined the figures for estimated capital expenditure on purchases 
of premises, building equipment, etc., and are of the opinion that 
the present issue will provide ample working capital for the pur­
poses of the company and for the completion of the developments 
contemplated.’ It is quite true that the statements in this report 
turn on the assumption ‘ that anticipated results will be realized ’ 
but we feel sure that we voice the opinion of the profession in 
saying that the publication of such a document is extremely regret­
table. In so far as the report is a certification of the correctness 
of mere arithmetic, it is unnecessary, and in so far as it is based 
on ‘experience of the trade,’ it is outside the competence of a 
chartered accountant.”
The editorial comment on this case is sound doctrine. Of course 
it is peculiarly dangerous at the moment to predict anything 
anywhere. The world is in a state of flux and the accountant 
who would attach his name to an estimate would be a fool; but 
even in normal times—which, please God, may return some day 
—there is no excuse whatever for dealing in futures. It would 
be as dangerous for a lawyer to practise medicine as for an ac­
countant to wear the mantle of a prophet.
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